


1. Silver Screen
2. Colour of the Clown
3. In My Life
4. Ai O Meu Amor
5. Still Look



All of the keyboard and drum parts had to be reprogrammed from scratch, initially keeping as close to the original as possible, including using some of 
the original hardware synths. After that there was a bit of tidying, a few sounds changed in places and even a few new parts, but the intention was 
always to stick closely to the original feel, sound and spirit of the tracks and that’s what we’ve done – they’ve been finished rather than redone!

itself, it’s taken a bit of work to bring 
them up to a professional quality.

    But we only ended up
        having to re-record two  
    8-bar sections; other  
   than that all the vocals,  
  guitar and bass are the 
original recordings, although due to 
degradation on the tape, and also the 
old Fostex 8-track tape machine 

overspill on the vocal tracks.

This presented some problems when it
came to producing this – most notably
that, as João would often work with
headphones only half on and sometimes 
we would even have the speakers on, 
there was an enormous amount of 

Other than Ai O Meu Amor, which was temporarily added
as a bonus track to our first album Unavailable at all
Good Record Shops, none of these tracks have been
released before in any form. The originally recordings were
only really made for writing purposes, not even demos.

These are all of the tracks we wrote and gigged that pre-date the first album.
They were songs we loved but when we felt it was time to put together an album, with
the exception of E Mais we just went with the most recent tracks.

These tracks were written and originally recorded between 1994 and 5, before Glow had
a name and before the last core member, Bagz, on percussion and didgeridoo, joined, or we 
expanded the team to include the Department of Luminosity - so technically this should have 
gone out as just by Glow but we didn't want to confuse anyone!



Pink Hampster Recordings PHDD26

Maria João Branco - lead and backing vocals
Pete Ardron - keyboards and programming, guitar, backing vocals
Karl Walinets - bass guitar

Words by Maria  João
Music by Pete, Maria João and Karl, except Still Look by Pete and Maria João

Recorded at the old Pink Hampster studio, produced and mastered at the new one by Pete

Design by Pete


